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Universality and diversity of the protein folding scenarios:
a comprehensive analysis with the aid of a lattice model
Leonid A Mirny, Victor Abkevich and Eugene I Shakhnovich
Background: The role of intermediates in protein folding has been a matter of
great controversy. Although it was widely believed that intermediates play a key
role in minimizing the search problem associated with the Levinthal paradox,
experimental evidence has been accumulating that small proteins fold fast
without any detectable intermediates.
Results: We study the thermodynamics and kinetics of folding using a simple
lattice model. Two folding sequences obtained by the design procedure exhibit
different folding scenarios. The first sequence folds fast to the native state and
does not exhibit any populated intermediates during folding. In contrast, the
second sequence folds much slower, often being trapped in misfolded low-
energy conformations. However, a small fraction of folding molecules for the
second sequence fold on a fast track avoiding misfolded traps. In equilibrium at
the same temperature the second sequence has a highly populated intermediate
with structure similar to that of the kinetics intermediate.
Conclusions: Our analysis suggests that intermediates may often destabilize
native conformations and derail the folding process leading it to traps. Less-
optimized sequences fold via parallel pathways involving misfolded
intermediates. A better designed sequence is more stable in the native state and
folds fast without intermediates in a two-state process.
Introduction
For a long time, the protein folding field was dominated
by the concept of intermediates as necessary elements for
solution of the Levinthal paradox [1]. The search for inter-
mediates in protein folding was motivated by the assertion
that hierarchical and parallel elements could significantly
simplify the search process. The models included frame-
work [2–3] and diffusion-collision [4] where a hierarchical
mechanism was postulated, i.e. secondary structure ele-
ments forming first, getting ‘frozen’ and subsequently
moving as a whole, thus decreasing the number of degrees
of freedom to be searched. The key point of these models
was that folding starts from small-scale details (i.e. at the
level of local contacts in the sequence), and elements of
correct structure progressively propagate on larger scales
until the whole molecule is folded.
Such a hierarchical folding scenario possesses certain fea-
tures of self-similarity. The same scenario is known in
physics to take place at the second-order phase transitions
at which a physical system does not overcome any free
energy barriers and there is no rate-limiting stage [5–7]. A
possible example of such a self-similar process is collapse
of a homopolymer [8] resulting in a ‘crumpled’ globule in
which local (along the sequence) contacts dominate [9].
The concept of intermediates fits naturally into the hierar-
chical (second-order-like) scheme, as it suggests that
structural features of the native conformation evolve in
time sequentially propagating from small-scale details to
full structure. 
An alternative scenario is a ‘first-order-like’ folding which
entails overcoming the major free energy barrier. The
rate-limiting step for this process is the transition from the
free energy minimum, corresponding to the unfolded state
(or burst intermediate, see below) to the transition state
for folding. Subsequent descent to the native state is fast.
In contrast to the hierarchical scenario, the transition state
scenario is not self-similar, as at least two kinetic steps can
be distinguished in each folding event: going ‘uphill’ to
the transition state then rapid descent to the folded state
from the transition state. 
In the first-order-type transition, the two phases (in the
case of proteins folded and unfolded) are separated by the
free energy barrier and they do not usually have very
much in common. In this case, the existence of certain
elements of native conformation in the unfolded state may
stabilize the latter, i.e. increase the kinetic barrier and
decrease the thermodynamic stability [10]. The rate of
folding may be significantly decreased if contacts present
in the unfolded state are not the ones formed in the transi-
tion state. These can be either non-native contacts or
native-like contacts that get consolidated only upon final
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folding from the transition state to the native state
[10–12]. Such contacts must first be broken to make it
possible for the chain to form the transition state. This
factor decelerates folding. 
The thermodynamic analysis [13,14] suggests that the
folding transition is cooperative and first-order-like (as for
the definition of ‘phase transitions’ in such finite systems
as biological macromolecules [7,15]).
Experimentally, kinetic intermediates were indeed found
for some proteins [16–18]. However, recent studies for a
number of proteins (mostly small ones without disulfides)
showed that fast folding can take place without intermedi-
ates [19–25]. Not surprisingly, the existing opinions about
the role of intermediates in protein folding are as diverse
as the folding scenarios themselves. They range from the
assertion that intermediates are always necessary to
resolve kinetic problems of folding [26,27] to the point of
view that intermediates may be ‘adventitious’, and their
presence may even slow down folding [10,23,28].
To resolve this critical issue, both theoretical and experi-
mental approaches should be applied. Experimental
approaches to protein folding, despite their importance,
have certain limitations. These include serious difficulties
in structural characterization of intermediates and transition
states, especially at the fast stages of folding. More impor-
tantly, all experimentally measured quantities are averaged
over the ensemble of protein molecules, whereas in simula-
tion folding each molecule can be followed and analyzed.
It is important to note that the number of scenarios is
quite limited (much less than the number of proteins)
which suggests that there are generic features of the
folding process that are universal for many proteins. This
property lends itself naturally to theoretical analysis
which, when successful, provides a general point of view
and distinguishes between generic features of the phe-
nomena it studies and its consequences, which may or
may not occur.
The important requirement of the theoretical models of
protein folding is that they reproduce the folding phenom-
enon in a totally unbiased calculation. Simulations, start-
ing from random coils, in all runs should converge to a
unique folded conformation which is stable under a wide
variety of conditions. The calculations must be efficient,
i.e. allow for hundreds of runs to make all conclusions sta-
tistically grounded.
The only available theoretical systems in which these
requirements can be met are lattice models [29–37]. Their
numerically exact character and the possibility of addressing
eventually any meaningful question make them a valuable
tool for understanding the mechanism of protein folding.
In this work, we study the kinetics and thermodynamics
of two particular sequences obtained by the design proce-
dure. These sequences (termed here Seq1 and Seq2) were
chosen for comparative analysis because they have differ-
ent thermodynamic behavior. Although both of them fold
to the same native state, Seq2 (in contrast to Seq1) has an
equilibrium intermediate. 
We show that these two sequences follow different
folding kinetics. Particularly, Seq2 is often trapped in mis-
folded conformations on its way to the native state. We
characterize the structures of these misfolded intermedi-
ates and show that they are responsible for slowing down
the folding kinetics of Seq2. By studying folding trajecto-
ries of a single molecule, we show that a small fraction of
Seq2 molecules fold on a fast track to the native state
avoiding misfolded traps. In contrast, no kinetic interme-
diates were detected for Seq1, which folds much faster
than Seq2. In equilibrium, a significant fraction of Seq2
molecules is folded into a compact non-native conforma-
tion. This equilibrium intermediate has a structure similar
to those of kinetic intermediates. We identify the non-
native contacts in Seq2 that are responsible for misfolding
to kinetic traps, conformations which also constitute popu-
lated equilibrium intermediates.
Model
We consider the conformation of a protein chain as a self-
avoiding walk on a cubic lattice. The energy of a confor-
mation is the sum of energies of pairwise contacts





where Dij=1 if monomers i and j are lattice neighbors and
Dij=0 otherwise. ξi defines the type of amino acid residue
in position i. U(ξ,h) is a magnitude of contact interaction
between amino acids of types ξ and h (taken from Table 6
in [38]).
The most important step is the selection of sequences that
fold to their native state and are stable in that conformation.
It has been shown [12,34,35,39–41] that the necessary and
sufficient condition for sequences to fold in this model is for
the native state to be a pronounced energy minimum for
this sequence, compared to the set of misfolded conforma-
tions. Hence, the sequence design was aimed at generation
of such sequences. The detailed discussion of the design
algorithm, which is Monte Carlo optimization in sequence
space, is published in our previous works [12,42,43].
The procedure is as follows: first, choose an arbitrary con-
formation of the lattice protein chain to serve as the native
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structure; second, select sequences that have low energy in
this ‘native’ structure compared to unfolded and misfolded
conformations; and third, fold the designed sequences
(from the previous step) using Monte Carlo simulations.
An important feature of this approach is that it provides
many non-homologous sequences that fold to the same
native conformation. Analysis of their folding behavior
makes it possible to determine which features of the
folding scenario are generic, which are due to the charac-
ter of interactions in a given sequence, and which are due
to structural features of the native conformation [44].
The design approach requires first the selection of a target
conformation for which sequences should be designed so
that this target conformation will be ‘native’ for them (i.e.
stable and kinetically accessible). We used the conforma-
tion shown in Figure 1 as the target; this ‘native’ conforma-
tion is the same as was used in our previous studies [12,40].
Somewhat different design procedures were used to gen-
erate Seq1 and Seq2. Seq2 was generated using the
approach described in detail in our previous papers
[42,43]. This is the optimization of energy of the native
conformation with respect to permutation of sequences
with fixed amino acid composition. (We used the composi-
tion corresponding to the ‘average’ protein [45]; Seq2 is the
same as used in [12].) 
Seq1, on the other hand, was designed using an improved
design method. In this variation on our method, what we
minimize is not the energy of the native conformation Enat
(as for Seq2), but its relative value [46,47]:
Enat–Eav
Erel =        s
(2)
where Eav is the average energy of non-native conforma-
tions and s is the standard variance of energies of all con-
tacts. To estimate their values, we first compute the
energies of all topologically possible contacts between all
monomer pairs. From this, we calculate the average
energy eav of a contact and standard variance s and then
estimate the average energy of non-native conformation as
Eav=Ntotal × eav, where Ntotal is the total number of contacts
in the native conformation.
Note that Seq1 and Seq2 have the same native conformation
(Fig. 1). We made several long runs in order to make sure
that no conformations with energy lower than that of the
native state are encountered. This was indeed the case,
which made us believe that the target conformation is the
global energy minimum for each of the these two sequences.
Folding simulations were carried out using the standard
Monte Carlo method for polymers on a cubic lattice. (For
a detailed discussion of lattice Monte Carlo simulation
technique, its advantages and caveats, see [29,34,48].) Our
analysis represents a simulation counterpart of stopped-
flow protein folding experiment. Each simulation started
from a random coil conformation, proceeded at constant
temperature and lasted about five times longer than the
mean folding time. This corresponds to a stopped-flow
experiment, in which protein solution is rapidly diluted
from, say, 6 M guanidium hydrochloride (GdmHCl) (or
low pH) where chains are in or near the random coil state
to a lower concentration of GdmHCl (or higher pH) where
native conformation is thermodynamically stable.
In our modeling, we average over the ensemble of mole-
cules by making 100 runs at each temperature. Different
parameters of the folding molecule are calculated at every
1000 Monte Carlo (MC) step. We then compute average
values of all parameters sampled during 40000 MC steps.
This sampling technique models an experimental pulse-
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Figure 1
The ‘native’ conformation and two sequences, Seq1 and Seq2,
designed to fold into this conformation. In the contact matrix, a position
(i,j) is marked with a black dot if residues i and j are non-covalent
neighbors in the native structure below. For example, position (16,27)
on the contact matrix is marked by a black square because residues
16 and 27 are in contact in the native structure.
labeling procedure in which measurements take a relatively
short time interval. On the other hand, sampling performed
in this way is equivalent to the moving window average
technique, which is widely used in time series analysis to
filter the time series out of high frequency noise.
A number of characteristics are of interest to us. One is the
compactness characterized by the normalized number of
contacts in conformations, averaged over all runs.
C=N/Ntotal where N is the number of all contacts in a con-
formation, Ntotal is the number of contacts in a maximally
compact conformation; Ntotal=40 for a 36-mer. If C=1, a
conformation is maximally compact. A second characteris-
tic is the degree of folding, defined as Q=Nnative/Ntotal
where Nnative is the number of native contacts in a confor-
mation. Q=1 in the native conformation. A third character-
istic is the occupancy of all individual native contacts at
MC time t, fij(t). This quantity is defined in a straightfor-
ward way. Looking at 40 conformations (which were
sampled during the time interval [t,t+40000] MC steps),
we count the fraction of conformations that have a contact
between residues i and j.
Results
Thermodynamics
In order to study the thermodynamics for the two
sequences (Seq1 and Seq2), we performed MC folding sim-
ulations at different temperatures. The equilibrium values
of C and Q were computed by averaging over uncorrelated
conformations obtained from several MC runs (see Materi-
als and methods for details). The temperature depen-
dence of the equilibrium C and Q values is shown in
Figure 2. Both sequences exhibit folding transition to the
compact native state, which is seen as a rapid increase of C
and Q values as temperature decreases.
The character of this transition is different, however, for
these two sequences. The first sequence, Seq1, exhibits a
single transition both in C and Q, as both curves go in a
coherent way (Fig. 2a).
In contrast, the second sequence, Seq2, first becomes
compact and non-native (high C and low Q) as tempera-
ture decreases and then, at lower temperatures, it folds to
the native conformation (Fig. 2b).
This character of equilibrium transition in Seq2 is very
important. From Figure 2b, one can see that there is a
temperature range at which Seq2 is relatively compact and
has a non-native conformation. Note that even at these
temperatures, Seq2 folds to its native conformation. What
are these non-native compact conformations which domi-
nate in the ensemble at these temperatures? How does
this sequence fold into its native conformation? To
address the question of how the sequences fold, we turn
to kinetic simulations of Seq1 and Seq2.
Kinetics
Simulations of folding kinetics were performed at T=0.26.
At this temperature in equilibrium Seq1 is in the stable
native conformation (high C and high Q) whereas Seq2 is in
compact, but not highly native conformation (high C and
lower Q). For each sequence, we performed 100 MC runs
starting from random initial conformations. Different runs
simulate independently folding molecules. By averaging
over several runs, we model the ensemble of folding mole-
cules. Data obtained in this way can be compared with
those obtained in experiments. The advantage of the sim-
ulation is that we can also study each folding trajectory
separately, revealing basic events in the protein folding
reaction of each molecule.
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Figure 2
Equilibrium compactness C and degree of folding Q as a function of
temperature for (a) Seq1 and (b) Seq2. These quantities were
obtained at each temperature by averaging compactness and degree
of folding over 10 MC runs each 107 steps.
The following results were obtained for Seq1 and Seq2 in
100 MC runs. Firstly, Seq1 exhibited better ‘foldicity’ by
folding to the native conformation in all 100 runs, whereas
Seq2 reached the native state during the time of simulation
(8000 000 MC step) in only 84 runs.
Secondly, Seq1 has an overall rate of folding higher than
that of Seq2. First passage time (FPT) is measured as the
number of MC steps made by a molecule in one run to
reach the native state. Seq1 has a much narrower distribu-
tion of FPT than Seq2. Such a wide dispersion of Seq2
folding times is suggestive of different runs following
principally different trajectories of folding. We discuss this
in more detail below.
Thirdly, we also found that during folding Seq2 spends a
long time in compact (high C) and non-native (low Q) con-
formations. This behavior is not characteristic for Seq1.
These findings were based on the analysis of average com-
pactness C and degree of folding Q plotted as a function of
MC time (see Figs 3,4).
The conclusion to be drawn from these observations is
that Seq1 and Seq2 have different folding scenarios which
should be studied in detail.
Contact kinetics
In order to reveal the difference between the folding
kinetics of Seq1 and Seq2, we considered the kinetics of a
single contact formation.
The method we applied to study MC trajectories is similar
in spirit to the NMR pulse labeling technique used in
protein folding experiments [49–51]. Namely, in every
40000 MC steps we made snapshots of the folding mole-
cule. During the snapshot, 40 structures were sampled
with the time interval of 1000 MC steps and then the
average structure was recorded. Similar to the NMR tech-
nique, the average structure is represented by occupancies
of all residue–residue contacts in the sampled structures.
For example, if in the average structure the occupancy of a
contact between amino acids 1 and 4 equals 0.8, then this
contact was present in 32 out of 40 structures sampled
during the interval of 40000 MC steps. Hence, the snap-
shot is the average contact map of conformations present
during a short interval of folding trajectory.
The set of snapshots collected for each run comprises a
complete folding trajectory. Averaging over the snapshots
obtained at the same time from different runs allows us to
model over the population of different molecules in the
experiment. As for NMR experiments, the fraction of
built native contacts was computed as a function of time as
well as occupancy of each contact (native or non-native) as
a function of time. Figure 5 presents the occupancy of
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Figure 3
The MC-time dependence of average (over 100 runs) compactness
and degree of folding for (a) Seq1 and (b) Seq2.
Figure 4
The MC-time dependence of average (over 100 runs) number of non-
native contacts (C–Q) for both sequences. The maximum on the curve
corresponding to Seq2 is the signature of the kinetic intermediate for
this sequence.
each native contact as a function of folding time for Seq1
and Seq2. The same information for non-native contacts is
given in Figure 6.
The analysis of the data for single-contact kinetics leads to
the following conclusions.
Native contacts
Firstly, contacts formed by amino acids located near each
other along the chain (local contacts) are formed much
faster than other contacts. Strong attractive local contacts
are formed in the first 10 000–40 000 steps and become
extremely stable with an occupancy of 0.9–0.95 for the
whole duration of simulation. The rate of folding is at least
one order of magnitude higher for local strong contacts
than the total rate of folding. 
Secondly, contacts formed by amino acids located at the
ends of the chain are less stable than contacts formed by
amino acids located in the middle of the chain. One can
see from Figure 5 that for both sequences there are native
contacts that have relatively low occupancy in the folded
state. These less stable contacts are formed by the amino
acids located at the end of the chain. The reason for such
low occupancy of these contacts is the high flexibility of
the chain ends.
Thirdly, most native contacts in Seq1 (excluding the local
contacts and the end) have the same rate of folding and
the same equilibrium occupancy (see Fig. 5). Hence, the
folding process goes in one step for Seq1 with the single
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Figure 5
Kinetics of formation of individual native contacts for both sequences.
(a) Native contacts for Seq1. (b) Native contacts for Seq2. These data
were obtained from analysis of snapshots taken every 1000 steps in
100 independent runs. The fractions of conformations (out of 100)
having specific contact are plotted as kinetic curves. Each curve
corresponds to a specific contact (40 curves total). The plots illustrate
wide dispersion of rates and final amplitudes for Seq2 in contrast to
much less dispersion for Seq1.
Figure 6
Kinetics of formation of individual non-native contacts for both
sequences. (a) Non-native contacts for Seq1. (b) Non-native contacts
for Seq2. The log scale for MC-time axis was used to emphasize fast
stages at which the intermediate is formed. The procedure for
obtaining the data for these curves is the same as described in the
caption to the previous figure. Kinetics for each non-native contact are
shown (total 249 curves on each plot). A number of non-native
contacts become significantly populated in the kinetic intermediate of
Seq2 (at MC-time ~105).
characteristic rate. For Seq2, by contrast, there is almost no
characteristic rate of contact formation because the distrib-
ution of folding rates is very broad and in fact for each
contact the folding kinetics are not exponential (see Fig.
7). All contacts in Seq2 have different rates, providing no
one-step folding transition for the whole chain (see the
example of a single contact kinetics in Fig. 7). Attempts to
describe contact kinetics for Seq2 by a double-exponential
model resulted in much better fits (Fig. 7). The issue
arises as to whether this is simply due to the fact that more
fitting parameters were used or double-exponential kinet-
ics reflect important features of folding for Seq2. We note
that the slow rate constant varies from contact to contact
for Seq2 much less than the fast rate constant. The latter
varies from contact to contact in a wide range, and there-
fore fast constants are not likely to describe any coopera-
tive relaxation characteristic of the whole molecule.
The physical picture consistent with these observations is
that the intermediate undergoes continuous relaxation,
which cannot be characterized by any particular time con-
stant. However, transition from this intermediate to the
native state is a cooperative rate-limiting process in which
the whole molecule undergoes the transition over the
main (nucleation [10,12,52,53]) barrier to the native state.
Non-native contacts
Occupancy as a function of MC time is shown for all non-
native contacts in Figure 6. We use log scale for MC time
to emphasize the first stages of folding where non-native
interactions might play an essential role in trapping the
folding process. As one might expect, the occupancy of
non-native contacts decays with time. This decay is differ-
ent for Seq1 and Seq2, however. For Seq1, the occupancy of
non-native contacts decays fast with time and soon
reaches the marginal level f=0.05–0.1. For Seq2, by con-
trast, significant growth of occupancy for some non-native
contacts precedes the decay. Some contacts reach a very
high level of occupancy at intermediate time f=0.5. This
increase in occupancy of non-native contacts is observed
for the time interval of 100 000–500000 MC steps. No
non-native contacts with high occupancies were observed
for Seq1, which folds much faster than Seq2 (see above).
To check whether non-native contacts which appear at
the early stages of folding are responsible for misfolding of
Seq2 and, hence, slowing down its folding reaction, we
examined the snapshots obtained at different stages of the
folding process.
To study the role of non-native contacts in folding kinet-
ics, we focus on the interval of 100000–500000 MC steps,
when the average occupancy of non-native contacts
reaches its maximum. There are few contacts with high
occupancies that dominate at this time interval in all runs.
To gain further insight into the structural role of these
dominating non-native contacts, we built a snapshot corre-
sponding to the average over all chain conformations
found in the interval of interest in all runs (see Fig. 8).
Contacts with high occupancy (shown in dark gray) char-
acterize mostly populated conformations at this time inter-
val. These dominating contacts can be categorized into
three groups according to their structural role: local con-
tacts, which correspond to turns and helixes (contacts: 3–6;
7–10; 11–14; 27–30); the first anti-parallel sheet, connect-
ing the ends of the chain (contacts: 3–30; 4–29; 5–28;
6–27); and the second anti-parallel sheet, terminated by a
turn (contacts: 3–14; 4–13; 5–12; 6–11; 7–10).
All local contacts and the first sheet contain only the
native contacts, whereas the second sheet contains two
non-native contacts (3–14; 4–13). These contacts have
very high occupancy f3–14=0.72; f4–13=0.75 at the time
interval of 100000–300000 MC steps. The absence of a
clear pattern of contacts in the other regions in the snap-
shot demonstrates that a large part of the chain is still dis-
ordered and the only structural elements present at this
time interval are those described above. Information con-
tained in the snapshot is sufficient to reconstruct the
topology of this intermediate. 
The contact matrix shown in Figure 8 represents schemati-
cally the structure of this intermediate. Comparison of
intermediate topology (Fig. 9) with the conformation of the
native state (Fig. 1) reveals the basic structural differences.
Although only two non-native contacts appear in the inter-
mediate, the overall topology of the intermediate is very
different from the native topology. The sheet containing
non-native contacts is quite stable and prevents folding of
several regions of the native structure. Namely, formation
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Figure 7
An example of contact kinetics for one of the contacts (5–28) in Seq2.
Insert shows separately the fast and slow exponential components.
of non-native sheet 3–14; 4–13 is due to ‘incorrect place-
ment’ of a large chain fragment (amino acids 9–15) and
consequently prevents the correct folding and formation of
the following native contacts 13–36; 14–25; 15–24; 15–22
and 9–22. Such misfolding also promotes formation of the
two non-native contacts 3–16 and 6–11, which also have
high occupancy (see Fig. 8) in this intermediate.
For comparison, we constructed a snapshot for the same
time interval for the fast folding sequence Seq1 (not
shown). The pattern of contacts in this snapshot is similar
to those of the native state. Almost all native contacts are
formed by the time of 100000–300000 MC steps and no
non-native contacts are found to have high occupancy.
Hence, the population of Seq1 chains has native-like struc-
ture at this time.
From the study of an average snapshot at intermediate
times for Seq2, we conclude that high values of C at early
stages of Seq2 folding are caused by formation of a set of
specific non-native contacts which stabilize a misfolded
long-living intermediate. Such an intermediate traps the
molecule on its folding pathway (Fig. 9).
Note that the misfolded conformation described above is
not the only kinetic trap for Seq2. A more detailed study of
folding trajectories reveals a number of different mis-
folded traps in which the chain spends a relatively long
time (~105 MC steps, ~10% of average folding time).
Moreover, escaping from one trap, the chain can be cap-
tured by another (or the same one). Although the confor-
mations of kinetic traps are highly diverse, they all have a
very similar set of non-native contacts stabilizing the mis-
folded conformations. Namely, contacts 3–14, 3–16, 6–11,
21–24, 7–14 and 32–35 always have high occupancy in the
kinetic traps of Seq2. This observation is important, as it
will be shown below that such contacts are also present in
the equilibrium intermediate of Seq2.
This examination of the snapshot is close in spirit to NMR
pulse-labeling experiments, where one can monitor
changes in hydrogen protection with time and make con-
clusions about the structures of intermediate conforma-
tions in the population of folding molecules. We can now
take advantage of computer simulations and study the
folding trajectory of a single molecule.
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Figure 8
(a) The contact matrix of the kinetic
intermediate of Seq2. It was obtained by
averaging the contact maps of conformations
recorded in the 100 000–300 000 MC step
interval (every 1000 steps). Dots of different
grayscale density denote populations of
contact in the kinetic intermediate. The darker
the dot, the more often a contact was found in
conformations of the kinetic intermediate. 
(b) Contact matrix of the equilibrium
intermediate of Seq2 at T=0.25. This matrix
was obtained by averaging contact matrices
of the individual conformations having an
intermediate degree of folding 0.35<Q<0.55.
These conformations correspond to the
maximum of the probability distribution of
different values of Q observed in long
simulations (of 8×107 steps). Conformations
were recorded every 1000 steps. Both
contact matrices (a) and (b) yield the same
chain topology, as shown in Fig. 9.
Figure 9
The topology of one of the misfolded traps for Seq2.
In each run, we selected intervals of folding trajectories in
which the molecule had more than 10 non-native contacts.
These intervals were assumed to correspond to the mis-
folded conformations of the chain. If, in addition, the mol-
ecule spends a significant amount of time (>200000) in
this state, we consider this state as a kinetic trap. For each
trap, we constructed a snapshot which contains average
occupancies of all contacts present at this trap. These
snapshots obtained for different runs differ significantly
from each other. Hence, there are several different mis-
folded conformations that can trap a molecule for a signifi-
cant amount of time.
We also compared the snapshots obtained from different
runs for the same time interval and observed dramatic dif-
ferences in patterns of contacts which have high occupancy.
In different runs, the chain was found to be either trapped
in the misfolded state or be folded to the native state.
These examples bring us to the conclusion that for Seq2
different molecules follow distinct folding trajectories and
may be either trapped in different misfolded conforma-
tions or fold on a fast track to the native state. This hetero-
geneity in folding trajectories gives rise to a high
dispersion of folding times as well as the double exponen-
tial kinetics of folding and contact formation described
above. This scenario leads to the existence of two popula-
tion of molecules: those trapped with intermediate values
of Q (0.3–0.5), and those folded with high Q (>0.9). To
check the conclusion that different molecules follow dis-
tinct folding trajectories, we computed the distribution of
Q values for the population of molecules at various times.
For comparison, this procedure was done for Seq2, which
has a misfolded intermediate on the folding pathway, and
for Seq1, which folds faster and does not exhibit any inter-
mediates on the folding pathway.
Figure 10 represents histograms of Q value obtained at dif-
ferent time intervals for the population of 100 folding mol-
ecules (i.e. 100 runs). The dramatic difference in folding
kinetics of Seq1 and Seq2 is easily seen from these plots.
There are two humps on the Q distribution for Seq1 repre-
senting folded (Q=0.8–0.9) and unfolded (Q=0.15–0.25)
states. Note that only one of these states is populated at
any time. As folding starts, the molecules pass from the
unfolded state to the folded state, which is seen as a fast
decrease of the hump at low Q and an increase of those at
high Q. States corresponding to the intermediate values of
Q stay almost non-populated, which means that Seq1 has
no long-living intermediates on its folding pathway. In
contrast, Seq2 has three distinct states corresponding to
misfolded intermediates (Q=0–0.45), the native state
(Q=0.8–0.9) and the native domain state (Q=0.55–0.65).
The state with Q≈0.6 should be identified as a domain
state rather than a trap because the kinetics of transitions
between this state and the native state are very fast. The
existence of the native-like domain has been discussed
earlier (see [54]). The other two states, intermediate and
folded, are relevant for our discussion. As folding starts,
both native and intermediate states become populated. In
contrast to Seq1, both states stay highly populated during
the whole time of simulation. This suggests that the mole-
cules are interconverting between the native and the
intermediate states. Folding transition does not have the
two-state character for Seq2. The analysis of the Q distribu-
tions as a function of time reveals the basic difference
between the folding kinetics of Seq1 and Seq2. Seq2 mole-
cules follow parallel pathways and spend some time
trapped in a different misfolded conformation. In contrast,
Seq1 folds much faster, exhibiting no long-living interme-
diates or kinetic traps.
Thermodynamics versus kinetics
In order to study how the kinetic behaviors of the
sequences are related to their thermodynamic properties,
we performed equilibrium simulations for Seq1 and Seq2.
Particularly, we address the issue of whether non-native
contacts, which are responsible for trapping the molecule
during folding, are present in equilibrium. By making MC
runs 10 times longer than those in kinetic simulations
(80000 000 MC steps), we reached the equilibrium condi-
tions for the molecule and computed the equilibrium
occupancy of all contacts. Again, among non-native con-
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Figure 10
Time evolution of distribution between species with different degrees
of folding for Seq1 and Seq2. The statistics are taken over 100 runs.
tacts there are a small set of dominating contacts with high
occupancy. Note that non-native contacts with high equi-
librium occupancy are the same as non-native contacts
responsible for trapping the folding trajectory. Hence, the
equilibrium intermediate has a fold similar to the fold of
kinetic intermediates. The snapshot of the equilibrium
intermediate was obtained by selecting compact partly
folded conformations (intermediate values of 0.35<Q<0.55
and high values of C) from the equilibrium ensemble (Fig.
8b). This procedure corresponds to the selection of confor-
mation belonging to the minimum of free energy corre-
sponding to the intermediate.
This equilibrium intermediate coexists with the folded
state in the equilibrium ensemble. The same procedure
was performed for Seq1. Non-native contacts have negligi-
ble occupancy (<0.1) and the general pattern of contacts is
the same as in the native state. No equilibrium intermedi-
ate was observed for Seq1. 
To study the temperature dependence of contact occu-
pancies, we performed long MC simulations at T=0.26 to
determine the density of states. Specifically, we deter-
mined nCON(E), the frequency with which states with
energy E having a specified contact CON were found in a
long simulation run.
Having determined this value, the contact occupancy fCON
as a function of temperature is determined for each






The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 11
(native contacts) and Figure 12 (non-native contacts) for
Seq1 and Seq2. Note the important difference in thermody-
namic behavior for Seq1 and Seq2.
Native contacts
Almost all native contacts of Seq1 exhibit transition to the
native state at the same temperature, whereas native con-
tacts of Seq2 have different transition temperatures. Tran-
sition takes place in the narrow temperature interval for
Seq1 and in the wide temperature interval for Seq2. Hence,
as temperature decreases, Seq1 undergoes much more
cooperative transition to the folded state than Seq2. For
Seq2, one can roughly distinguish two transitions: a group
of weaker contacts decaying at T≈0.25 and another set of
stronger contacts which persist up to T=0.35. It is clear
that at 0.25<T<0.35, intermediate ‘molten-globule-like’
conformations are stable which have few native contacts as
well as few non-native contacts (see below).
Non-native contacts
For both sequences, almost all non-native contacts have
negligible occupancy at T<0.2. As temperature increases,
however, non-native contacts of Seq1 and Seq2 exhibit dif-
ferent behavior. Non-native contacts of Seq1 exhibit sharp
transition to the level corresponding to the unfolded state
(higher occupancy) at T=0.27 and stay at a constant level
at high temperatures. In contrast, several non-native con-
tacts of Seq2 have a maximum at the intermediate tem-
peratures 0.25<T<0.45 and reach a value 0.2–0.35 of
equilibrium occupancy. Hence, in this interval of temper-
atures an equilibrium misfolded intermediate coexists
with the native state for Seq2. As temperature increases or
decreases the intermediate is destabilized and either the
folded state (at low temperatures) or the unfolded state
(at high temperatures) become dominantly populated at
equilibrium.
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Figure 11
The temperature dependence of equilibrium occupancy of all native
contacts in (a) Seq1 and in (b) Seq2. An equilibrium intermediate
having some native and some non-native contacts can be
distinguished for Seq2 at 0.27<T<0.33. Each curve was calculated
using the histogram method described in the text. Local contacts have
high equilibrium occupancy even at high temperature.
Discussion
A detailed discussion of the role of folding intermediates
was given in a recent paper by Fersht [10]. Arguments
were presented that the evolutionary optimization of
folding rate and stability was likely to press for elimination
of folding intermediates. The lattice simulations pre-
sented in this work provide a complementary analysis and
amplify these points.
The conclusion from our comparative analysis of folding
of the two sequences is that the existence of intermediates
does not facilitate folding but rather makes it slower and
considerably decreases the thermodynamic stability of the
native state. It is also clear that the very existence of inter-
mediates is connected with the shortcomings of design
(‘evolutionary optimization’ in the realm of the present
model) which, for Seq2, was carried out under the restric-
tive condition of preserved amino acid composition. The
character of unfolded and misfolded states is very sensi-
tive to such ‘averaged’ properties of sequences as their
amino acid composition [47]. Not surprisingly, when the
improved design was applied, which optimized the rela-
tive energy, or the Z-score, as it was done for Seq1, it opti-
mized both factors, i.e. decreased the energy of the native
state Enat and increased the average energy of the mis-
folded state Eav. The data on contact energetics for both
sequences are given in Table 1.
It is clear that the improved design, as well as making the
energy of the native conformation somewhat higher than
for Seq2, also ‘designed out’ the non-native conformations
(making each non-native contact of Seq1 ≈ 0.2 T — where
T=0.26 is the temperature at which kinetic simulations
were performed — higher in energy than of Seq2). This
eliminated the intermediates, leaving only fast track and
eliminating slower kinetic phases associated with strong
non-native contacts in the intermediates.
What is the origin of fast and slow folding phases for Seq2?
Our analysis clearly suggests that it is the heterogeneity of
the intermediate that gives rise to the heterogeneity in
folding pathways. Indeed, along with many strong native
contacts, we found a few strong non-native contacts which
are formed in the intermediate leading to its overall incor-
rect topology. It is these contacts that when formed give
rise to a pronounced slow phase of folding. The fact that a
small number of contacts are instrumental in generating
the slow-folding phase suggests that it can be eliminated
by a limited number of mutations. This was indeed
observed in barnase, where the mutation I96→A made
folding much closer to a two-state process [17]. The latter
observation also explains why formation of burst compact
intermediates so often results in kinetic traps. Indeed, for-
mation of any stable contact is more likely when the chain
is compact than when it is in the random coil state. Appar-
ently, for any sequence there can be strong attractive
interactions between amino acids that are not in contact in
the native structure. Such contacts are more probable
when the chain is compact. 
Our findings for the lattice model can be summarized in
the schematic landscape diagram for folding of Seq1 and
Seq2 shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 12
The temperature dependence of equilibrium occupancy of all non-
native contacts of (a) Seq1 and (b) Seq2. The non-native contacts for
Seq2 which are populated at equilibrium temperature are the same as
the ones populated in the kinetic intermediate (shown in Fig. 6b).
Table 1
Energetic characteristics of Seq1 and Seq2.
Enat Eav Enon-nat s Erel
Seq1 –0.364 0.041 0.106 0.288 –56.14
Seq2 –0.411 –0.015 0.05 0.35 –47.38
Enat is the energy per one native contact. Eav is the average contact
energy, calculated over all possible contacts. Enon-nat is the average
energy of non-native contact. s is the standard variance of energies of
all contacts. Erel is defined in equation 2. 
In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive analysis
of the role of intermediates for folding of lattice model
proteins. In previous instances, lattice models have been
successful in identifying such key elements of the protein
folding mechanism as a specific nucleus [10,12,53]. The
important question remaining is to what extent are
present results on the role of intermediates applicable to
real proteins? In other words, how do the simulation
results compare with experimental data?
Experimentally, both scenarios described in this work
(and summarized in Fig. 13) were observed for different
proteins. Important examples of folding proceeding via
intermediates are myoglobin [16], hen egg white lysozyme
(HEWL) [18,58], barnase [17], cytochrome c at pH 7 [49],
[59], and RNase A [50,51]. On the other hand, there are a
growing number of examples where folding of a protein
has been shown to follow a simple two-state scenario both
in thermodynamics and in kinetics: chymotrypsin
inhibitor 2 [19], ubiquitin at 8°C [22], cytochrome c at
pH 5 [25], Ig-binding domain of staphylococcal protein G
[20], SH3 [21], E. coli cold-shock protein [23], and acyl-
coenzyme A binding protein [24].
Moreover, the same protein can exhibit, at different tem-
peratures, either scenario [22,53], or a single mutation can
cause a switch between folding mechanisms (e.g. mutation
I96→A in barnase, see [17]). This is in accord with our
findings for the lattice model in which we have shown that
the mechanism is not determined by the native structure
but by features of the sequence, as comparison between
Seq1 and Seq2 suggests.
Another important experimental observation is that pro-
teins which fold without intermediates are doing so faster
than the ones which have intermediates on their pathway
[19,20,22,23]. This trend is also in agreement with our
results. However, one should bear in mind that in general,
smaller proteins are known to fold without intermediates
and therefore the factor of length should also be taken
into account when comparing the folding rates of different
proteins.
Kiefhaber showed in a recent work [58] that 14% of
HEWL molecules follow the fast folding pathway (with
time constant 50 ms) directly to the native state. This cor-
respond to the fast stage of kinetics found in the earlier
kinetic study of HEWL folding [18]. This is consistent
with our analysis where partition into slow and fast folding
trajectories in Seq2 was found (see Fig. 13). An important
result of the work of Kiefhaber [58] is that the folding rate
on the fast pathway can be well approximated by the
interpolation of the linear part of the dependence of
log(folding rate) on final concentration of denaturant. This
linear part corresponds to the regime when folding pro-
ceeds without intermediates, and its extrapolation esti-
mates well the rate of the fast folding pathway. The
dependence of log(folding rate) on final concentration of
denaturant curves down at lower denaturant concentration
due to a change of the folding mechanism to the one with
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Figure 13
The schematic representation of the free energy landscape for Seq1
and Seq2. Each trajectory passes through the saddle point which is
the nucleation transition state.
folding intermediates [19,22]. This provides direct evi-
dence that the existence of intermediates slows down the
folding process.
The intermediates observed and characterized in this
work (for Seq2) share a number of features with the molten
globule state (reviewed by Ptitsyn in [60]). Indeed, a
number of strong native-like contacts are present in exper-
imentally observed molten globule intermediates for some
proteins (e.g. see [16]), and our analysis shows the same
for the lattice model. Further, we see that the intermedi-
ate (found in Seq2) has a number of pronounced non-
native contacts. This is consistent with the recent
observation that the subdomains most protected from
hydrogen exchange are different in the molten globule
state and in the native state [61].
Our simulations clearly suggest that (for Seq2) kinetic and
equilibrium intermediates, when present, have similar
structural features. This points to another consistency
between intermediates studied in this work and molten
globule like folding intermediates found in experiments.
Jennings and Wright [16] studied the structure of the 5 ms
folding intermediate of myoglobin and found that it is
similar to the structure of equilibrium molten globule at
low pH [62]. Similar observations were made for the acid-
induced form of cytochrome c [49,63].
The results of this analysis have a number of implications
for future experimental and theoretical studies. The
‘molten globule’ and framework models of folding con-
vinced many experimentalists that the most relevant
events take place at fast and ultrafast stages of folding. A
similar point of view was held by some theoreticians, but
for a different reason: that at slow stages, ‘adventitious’
traps are mainly found and therefore their study is not so
relevant. Our analysis (see also a very detailed discussion
by Fersht [10]) suggests that although slower stages of
folding can indeed be due to trapping mechanisms, the
cooperative character of folding makes ultrafast events
(much faster than the time constant of the fastest stage of
folding to the native state [58]) not really relevant for
folding either. It is most likely that at these time scales all
that are taking place are stochastic fluctuations in the
unfolded state, while protein progresses to the native
structure only after the nucleation free energy barrier is
overcome. This is especially clear for proteins that have
two-state folding kinetics, as does Seq1 in this study.
Indeed at any time interval the only species that can be
found are unfolded and folded ones, and all that is chang-
ing with time is their proportion (see Fig. 10).
In this work, we studied relatively short sequences. The
transition state for folding of such short lattice model
chains as well as small proteins involves formation of a
specific and unique nucleus, i.e. the set of contacts whose
formation is necessary and sufficient for subsequent fast
folding to the native state [12,53]. It was pointed out in
our earlier publication [12] that longer sequences may
have multiple nuclei and that their intermediates may cor-
respond to the cases in which one folding nucleus is
formed while the other(s) are not. Such proteins will fold
via a multidomain mechanism. This was indeed found in
simulations of longer chain folding [54] and it also follows
from experimental data on HEWL [64], barnase [53] and
staphylococcal nuclease [65]. More complicated folding
scenarios taking place in longer chains will be the subject
of future study. 
Note added in proof
After this work had been completed, we became aware of
an interesting article by Radford and Dobson [66] in
which parallel pathways and partitioning into slow and fast
folding trajectories are discussed from an experimental
perspective. The experimental results reported are in
good agreement with the results of the simulations we
present here.
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